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Annual Report
2019-20
REPORT
2020-21
Supporting and
empowering women
and children impacted
by family violence

In the spirit of reconciliation,
Kara House acknowledges the
Traditional Custodians of country
throughout Australia and their
connections to land, sea and
community. We pay our respect
to their Elders past and present
and extend that respect to all
Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander peoples.
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Left: Artwork
by participant in
Family Violence
Support Group

“My practitioner
is a great listener, is
supportive and doesn’t
judge where a person
has come from”
OUTREACH CLIENT
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STRATEGIC
PRIORITIES
2021-2023

Kara House provides services to
women and their children affected
by domestic and family violence
under the guiding principle that
all women and children should
have the right to live free from
family violence, harassment,
discrimination and abuse.
Kara House operates from a
trauma informed, feminist and
intersectional perspective, using
best practice and recognising
the gendered nature of domestic
and family violence.

Vision
Kara House supports the rights of
women and children to live safely
and without fear of violence.

Mission
To provide support to women
and their children impacted
by family violence.
We do this by:
•

Advocating on behalf
of our diverse client
base and the
Domestic & Family
Violence sector.

•

Being responsive and
adaptable in our
service delivery.

•

Contributing towards
changing the story
around wider
awareness of Domestic
& Family Violence.

•
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Actively collaborating
for a sustainable future .

Connectedness

Culture

Develop Kara House connections,
sharing our specialist expertise
with partners and the sector,
to provide enhanced
support to our clients.

Strengthen our organisational
culture to focus on staff
wellbeing and professional
development to deliver
excellence in best practice
service delivery.

Build & Grow

Support & Assistance

Grow and improve our
programs and services to
ensure we continue to
address the support needs
of our clients.
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Create and develop educational
programs that are aimed to provide
information to organisations
in the community and foster
independence and resilience
for women and children.

What we do

Who we work with

Kara House is a specialist family violence service
with a 43 year history of providing support to
victims of domestic and family violence. Services
include, family violence risk assessment and
safety planning, the provision of secure crisis
accommodation, case management support,
information, referral and community education.

Kara House provides information, advice
and support to all women about family
violence including:
•

Single women

•

Women with children

•

Women with disabilities

As part of the Victoria women’s refuge service
system we provide highly secure accommodation
for women and their children who are in need
of relocation to ensure their safety and support
them with specialist crisis services that respond
to their specific needs.

•

Young women

•

Older women

•

Women from culturally and linguistically
diverse backgrounds

•

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander

In the wider community we support women and
children who are residing in transitional housing
or their own accommodation with support
services and education programs to develop
their long-term resilience.

•

People who identify as LGBTIQ+

We encourage and empower women to make
well-informed choices which help them transition
out of our service and into lives free of violence.

Contact details
Kara House Inc
W: www. karahouse.org.au
P: 1800 900 520
E admin@karahouse.org.au
H: Monday to Friday
9.00am – 5.00pm
A: P.O. Box 308 Burwood VIC 3125
ABN: 20 305 139 734

Above:
Easter gifts
donated by
RizeUp
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MESSAGE
FROM
THE CHAIR

It is my pleasure to present the Kara House 2020-21 Annual report. The past 12 months have
been busy and impacted by Covid-19, but we have been pressing ahead with our strategic vision.
Each year Kara House undertakes a comprehensive Strategic Planning Day to review the progress against our
Strategic Plan, examine the external environment, and identify any changes or improvements to the plan that need
to be made. In the lead up to the planning day we seek input from our clients, our staff members and our stakeholders
and carefully consider if we continue to fulfil our Mission. We survey our board to get their views on how we are
progressing, and seek input into their view of the critical strategic focus areas. In September 2020 we created a plan
for the future with a three year horizon, not imagining that we would undergo two more lockdowns that have seen
2021 virtually disappear. Despite everything 2021 has dealt us, progress to our plan has moved ahead and we have
concentrated on shoring up client programs, staff wellbeing policies and processes, and planning for the new refuge.
The completion of our new development will see us move the majority of our staff to the new site in the City of
Monash. We will continue to maintain a smaller office close to Whitehorse so we can support and engage with
our partners, ensuring the provision of our services to women and children in this region. We are enthusiastic
about the opportunity this presents to us, and our staff are working closely with services in the new area to explore
opportunities for expansion and collaboration. Plans are also underway to recommence our support groups
in the Whitehorse community and to duplicate them in the City of Monash.
The establishment of a new development is very labour intensive and our team have all been involved in the
planning and preparation. One of the most welcomed features of the new refuge, will be dedicated spaces to
conduct therapeutic activities for women and children on site. The next 12 months will see Kara House undergo
a brand refresh, establish the new refuge and continue to work towards our strategic aims.
I would like to take the opportunity to thank the staff of Kara House for their professionalism and support for
women and children throughout the last year. This sector is always challenging by the very nature of our work,
but with the pandemic as a backdrop it’s been multiplied. The team keeps the needs of the most vulnerable
front and centre, with care and empathy at the heart of their approach.
I would also like to thank the Department of Families, Fairness and Housing for the provision of our funding and
their ongoing support. The Department has trusted us with the new facility, and we will work to ensure that trust
is earned. As with every year, our generous donors and the community groups who support Kara House both
financially and with much welcomed goods get a huge thank you. Last but not least, a big thank you to my Board
colleagues. Not only are you passionate about the family violence cause but you provide your time freely and
bring your knowledge and expertise each month to ensure the good governance of Kara House. It’s a pleasure
to work with each of you, and look forward to 2022 with you all.
Catherine Lockstone
Chair – Kara House Board
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Left and below:
Building progress
at the new
development

Kara House is growing
This year saw the commencement of the build on our new
refuge which will increase our capacity and the services we
provide to women and children impacted by family violence.

“Thank you so much
for all your help and
support, I feel ok now
to move forward”
CLIENT LEAVING
KARA HOUSE

As a result of the 2015 Royal Commission into Family Violence
response, the Victorian government committed to dramatically
improving the long-term outcomes for women and children
impacted by family violence. One of the key recommendations
was to improve the accommodation currently provided by
not-for-profits like Kara House. Like most original refuges,
Kara House offers a shared space, meaning amenities are
communal. Feedback received from women to the Royal
Commission indicated that such an environment can be
confronting for clients and providing separate living spaces
was recommended. In response, the Victorian Government
committed to rebuilding all communal refuges in Victoria.
As a result, a new core and cluster development is being built
for Kara House made up of 6 separate units. The purpose-built
structure will also include shared spaces such as a multipurpose
room, garden and play area that will allow clients to meet
others in a similar situation. An office space on-site will allow
us to finally provide 24/7 service, as previously we have relied
on a pager system to fill this gap.
Located in the City of Monash it will enable us to have
a presence in the new area as well maintaining our
current site and work in the City of Whitehorse. It’s been
a stop-start year as we navigate the lockdowns in Victoria,
but we are incredibly excited to be able to welcome
clients to the new facility in early 2022.
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MESSAGE
FROM THE
MANAGER

Although much of 2020 and 2021 have melded together in Covid uncertainty, as we
approach the close of 2021, we can see some light at the end of the tunnel.
For Kara House, that light is tied to the anticipated completion of our new refuge. We are fortunate
that we have been able to draw on the experience of other services to inform our planning and
I particularly thank Safe Futures Foundation and Georgina Martina Inc for their generosity in sharing
information and learnings. We anticipate commencing operations at the new site early in 2022.
After 2020, we never anticipated a further period of lockdown, staff continuing to work from home or
ongoing limitations to face to face support. The past 12 months has continued to present challenges.
Not least of these challenges is of course faced by women and children experiencing violence in the
middle of a pandemic, with restricted movement and closures and the availability of support. As an
organisation, Kara House has responded swiftly and flexibly to the needs of women and children and
our service partners.
Throughout this most taxing year, Kara House practitioners have continued to fulfil their role unwaveringly,
with empathy and humour. We have reduced numbers in refuge for brief, critical periods and worked
within the covid restrictions with housing services to ensure we placed eligible clients in available housing.
The numbers of women we have supported in the community and in motels has increased during
lockdowns, but we have continued to support victims of violence responsively and promptly.
In early March 2021 Kara House achieved accreditation for a further 3 years. Our feedback from the
accreditors was exceptional and I give full credit to the Kara House team for all playing their part in
demonstrating to the accreditors that we are well and truly punching above our weight.
I would like to acknowledge the support provided by the Board and the work of all staff at Kara House.
The Kara House team is passionate and dedicated and all contribute equally, ensuring Kara House
is not only a professional and responsive organisation, but an enjoyable one as well.
I couldn’t be prouder and look forward to the next year.
Veronica Coleman
Manager – Kara House
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The wellbeing
of our team
Play area for
children at the refuge
with new softfall

Above and below:
Kara House team
enjoying the
Scavenger Hunt.

During the Covid 19 lockdowns in 2020 there was
a great deal of focus on the wellbeing of staff
who continued to work with vulnerable people.
Kara House recognises that the specialist family
violence workforce experiences unique and
complex challenges and, in the work environment,
are exposed to constant crisis and repetitive
trauma, placing them at high risk of chronic
stress, psychological burnout and sometimes
physical threat.
As a result, we prioritised the wellbeing of our
staff over the past year, creating a wellbeing
calendar and reviewing policies. We ensured that
our complementary workplace, health and safety
policies and processes were viewed with a trauma
and violence informed lens to monitor the impact
on our staff, to reduce harmful stress and ensure
their health and wellbeing. Lots of staff activities
have resulted, including scavenger hunts (covid
safe), staff quizzes, activities and little rewards
such as coffees and snacks.
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THE
YEAR IN
REVIEW

Each year Kara
House provides
specialist services to
all women and children
no matter what their
background.

438

WOMEN
SUPPORTED

3

WEEKS
AVERAGE
STAY

Clients stay as
long as 10 weeks
with the average
stay being 3 weeks

Supported with advice,
emotional support,
secure accommodation,
safety planning and
referral to other
specialist services.

Supported with
specialist children’s
services and
trauma-informed
interventions

234

CHILDREN

39%

AGED
BETWEED
30-39 YEARS
39% of of clients
were between
30 and 39 years.
Youngest aged 18
and oldest 74.

82%
55

SOUGHT
SECURE
REFUGE

35 women and
20 children received
high security
accommodation
in our refuge
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DIAGNOSED
MENTAL
ILLNESS

10%
CLIENTS
HAD NO
INCOME

82% of women
were diagnosed with
1 or more mental
health conditions

10% of women
presented with no
access to any income
but by exit from Kara House
this dropped to 7%

Coercion as part of abusive relationships
in recent times that ever before. This year
we worked with 438 women and we asked
what types of abuse were present in their
most recent relationship. The results
were both revealing and disturbing in
that 379 women reported experiencing
coercion in their most recent relationship.
This is one of the most common type
of abuse experienced.

379

EXPERIENCED
COERCION

235

ECONOMIC
FINANCIAL
ABUSE

58

377

CHOKING

THREATS

227

166

STALKING

SEXUAL
VIOLENCE

392

PSYCHOLOGICAL
OR
EMOTIONAL

331

PHYSICAL
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OUR
SERVICE
DELIVERY

Kara House provides the highest level
of support that responds to the needs
of clients, no matter what stage they
are at their recovery journey. We work
in prevention, providing information
and support to clients who are in an
abusive situation. For those in crisis
we assist with secure accommodation
and safety management. For those who
are re-establishing their lives, we can
provide education and support to help
them work towards a better future.

Specialist children’s services
Kara House provides trauma-informed services
and programs, which prioritise the safety of
children impacted by family violence. Through
an initial assessment, our Specialist Family
Violence Practitioner is able to identify the
unique requirements of each child and develop
a case plan that puts in place supports, referrals
and linkages with other services to deliver
the most effective outcomes. We partner
collaboratively with Child Protection, Medical
professionals, schools and Maternal/Child
Health centres to deliver innovative solutions.

234 children
were supported
by Kara house
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Secure crisis accommodation
Kara House offers secure short-term crisis
accommodation in our refuge property for women
and children experiencing family violence and
who seek to increase their personal safety. Our
Specialist Family Violence Practitioners provide
intensive case management, safety planning,
emotional support, referrals and Material Aid
to assist clients during the initial crisis.

Crisis outreach
Kara House assists Safe Steps Family Violence
Response Centre to provide material aid and
emotional support to women and children
residing in motel while they await a refuge bed.
We also offer these crisis services to ensure
the safety of vulnerable women and children
experiencing family violence in their own
accommodation in the community.

234

CHILDREN
WERE
SUPPORTED

257

WOMEN
CRISIS
OUTREACH

257 were supported with
crisis outreach in motels
or in other emergency
accommodation

Transitional housing and
ongoing stable accommodation

LGBTIQ+ Specialist Services

Kara House works with women exiting refuge to
find pathways into more stable accommodation in
the community. Wherever possible Kara House will
nominate clients leaving refuge for transitional
properties through housing managers. Transitional
housing is short-term accommodation, which
provides women and children leaving refuge with
greater independence and ongoing support and
services while looking for longer-term housing
options. Equally for many of our clients we are
able to assist them to find secure accommodation
in private rental in the community.

Kara House responds to direct contact or
referrals for LGBTIQ+ community members
experiencing domestic violence. We have a
specialist understanding of the complexities of
domestic violence and its affects on the LGBTIQ+
community. We offer crisis accommodation and
support for same sex attracted women who are
experiencing abuse in a relationship. We also
provide ongoing outreach support and advice to
anyone identifying as lesbian, transgender, gay,
bi-sexual intersex or queer. We have strong connections with organisations whose services
are specific to the LGBTIQ+ community.

Community outreach

Secondary consultations

Kara House provides support to women and
children in the wider community. We respond to
referrals from other sector organisations or direct
contact from clients and provide services that
assist women who are re-establishing themselves
as they live independently in community. Outreach
services provide support services and education
programs to support women with solutions and
strategies to make informed choices for the future.

Kara House provides secondary consultations for
professionals and other services who are working
with clients who are experiencing family violence.
We provide a specialist assessment over the
phone or meet to discuss and assess the client’s
situation. Secondary consultations are available
to provide assessment and advice regarding the
LGBTIQ+ community.

131
131 women
supported
with comunity
outreach

COMMUNITY
OUTREACH

Left:
Donation of
“Bags of Love”
for Mother’s Day
from Impact
for Women
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WORKING
WITH OUR
PARTNERS
Left:
Six transitonal
housing units

In late 2020 Kara House was approached by DFFH to provide the support for
the development of six Transitional Housing units suitable for single women.
The six detached units were funded by the DHHS in collaboration with the Woodards Charitable
Foundation in line with their philanthropic objectives. While Kara House was to provide family
violence support, Salvation Army Housing was to manage the tenancies.
Transitional housing (THM) is an incredibly important stepping stone for clients ready to leave our
crisis refuge. THMs provide a safe and stable conduit for up to 12 months while we support clients
to secure long-term accommodation in the wider community.
Kara House collaborated with Safe Steps Family Violence Response Centre to identify women seeking
support and short term accommodation and identified that women without permanent residency were
a particularly vulnerable group.
There was a tight timeline to get clients accommodated as soon as possible, and we had the task of
setting up the 6 units which was not easy during the Christmas season.

6 UNITS
8 CLIENTS
Left: Vegetable
garden on site
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The six transitional
units accommodate
8 clients made up
of 5 single women
and a family of 3

A stylish location
making a real
difference

BEFORE

We reached out to our community, and You Matter,
a wonderful not-for-profit organisation came on
board to help set up the units. They support family
violence survivors by providing all the household
furniture and items needed to run a functional
home, reducing the financially crippling burden
of beginning a new life from scratch.
In early January a team of 15 volunteers arrived
with two vans of furniture. In one day, they
completely refurnished, styled and set up all six
units. The results were amazing, with “Vogue” style
detail right down to bathroom drawers filled with
toiletries, indoor plants, fruit in bowls, artwork on
the walls and soft cushions everywhere. Incredibly,
we were able to move six very excited clients into
the units by mid-January thanks to the team at
You Matter. Almost 12 months on, Kara House and
Salvation Army Housing continue to collaborate on
the support and tenancy needs of the women.

AFTER

Above and below:
Images of the final
results and the
volunteer team
from You Matter.
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CASE
STUDY

16 month
journey
to reunite
Matida*and
her sons
struggled to manage the day-to-day care of Rayan
and Khalid, and eventually child protection became
involved placing the children in care while Matida
was admitted to hospital. During this time, Kara House
was working away in the background liaising with
various services and gathering information on how to
return the children to Australia. Because of COVID-19
this became a very long and drawn-out process, and a
sense of ongoing frustration and sadness for Matida.
With the assistance of an immigration lawyer, the
children and their grandmother were given an
exemption to return to Australia. While Kara House
managed to access funding for plane tickets, there
were immigration issues, which then impacted the
exemption timeframe, and another exemption
had to be applied for.

For Matida the stress was incredible
when her ex-husband took her two boys
out of the country. Pregnant and alone,
it took a support team to help her
reunite with her sons.
We first met Matida, 6 months pregnant at the end of
2019, when she wasreferred to Kara House with her
toddler daughter, Rayan. While caring for Rayan and
planning for a safe birth, Matida’s focus was on her two
young sons being cared for by her mother overseas.
As a form of control, Matida’s husband, the
perpetrator of the violence and the father of her
children, removed her boys from her care and took
them overseas. Being separated from her boys,
Ibrahim and Jamal, took a huge toll on Matida’s
emotional wellbeing and mental health. She

16
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After an exhausting 16-month process, plus 2
weeks isolation in hotel quarantine, and with so
much excitement and happiness Ibrahim and
Khalid were reunited with their mother, little sister
and their new baby brother. With thanks to generous
donations, Kara House welcomed the children with
new clothes, toys and books.

18%

SPEAK
ANOTHER
LANGUAGE

33%

WOMEN
BORN
OVERSEAS

18% of women supported
speak alanguage other
than english and 30%
were born overseas

“In violence there
is no age, no kind
of people, no kind
of brains, [it can
happen to anyone]”

“[the group] gives
you confidence, like
when you fall, someone
gives you hand to
pull you back.”
PARTICIPANT

LISTENING
TO OUR
CLIENTS

PARTICIPANT

Kara House is committed to listening
and learning from clients and we sat
down with the participants from MOVING
ON to hear about their experiences.
Kara House has facilitated nine groups of participants
through the MOVING ON program since 2018. The
aim of the program is to support women impacted
by family violence who are beginning to rebuild their
lives. The group is a free, six-week course facilitated
by Specialist Family Violence Practitioners, providing
education and support enabling the participants to
build their self-worth and move forward.
The evaluation took place over a light lunch and
involved participants who had attended several
different groups.
Overall, the responses to content and delivery
were positive. All participants expressed that
the content was helpful. The general sentiment
expressed was that being in a group setting and
learning about family violence together made
them feel less alone. Sharing stories made them
feel that family violence does not discriminate,
that it can happen to anyone.
This financial year we planned to facilitate the
Family Violence Support Group each school term.
Unfortunately, due to on-off nature of the Covid-19
restrictions in Melbourne we have only been able
to run one group. As restrictions ease, we hope to
continue to run the group in 2022.

A few clients discussed the new
insights they gained from the group:
•

How to cut off people from your life who were
hurting you and getting the courage to do that.

•

Learning about different types of violence and
the different types of perpetrator behaviours:
“gave me insight into what people have
experienced, different situations, what
lengths people [perps] would go to.”

•

Learning about basic human rights “was so
helpful. Very triggered by it because it made
me realise that this [safety] was my basic human
right as stated by UN. Made me feed validated.”

Recommendations (abbreviated)
•

Provide an information booklet to all
participants with a course outline and
clearly printed educational materials.

•

Ensure that sensory and mindfulness
techniques are continued to be used
at the end of each session, to help ground
participants after discussing their trauma.

•

Provide extra resources to link participants
to other social groups that have already been
established in the area – support groups,
play groups, parenting groups and general
social groups. Participants can select the
brochures most relevant to them.

•

Continue to provide childcare where available

•

Continue to provide assistance with transport,
like myki vouchers and taxi vouchers.

KARA HOUSE ANNUAL REPORT 2020-2021
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Left: Shark Cage
technique used
in MOVING ON

COMMUNITY
EDUCATION
PROGRAMS

Our Community Education Programs
are for women living in the wider
community and who are past the intitial
crisis. They play an important role in
providing education and strategies for
participants to make informed choices
for a better and safer future.

MOVING ON Family Violence
Support Group
MOVING ON is a free six-week family violence
support group for women experiencing or have
experienced by family violence living in the community. The group is aimed at women who are past the
initial crisis and beginning to rebuild their lives. The
primary objective of the group is to provide education and strategies that encourage the participants
to recognise respectful relationships and make
informed choices for themselves and their children
in the future. The group is a free six-week course
with free childcare facilitated by Specialist Family
Violence Practitioners. The group also integrates
therapeutic practices like art and music therapy.
With COVID-19 restrcitions only able to run the
group in two terms in early 2021.
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Art and Wellbeing
For victims of family violence, the impact of
trauma can make it incredibly difficult to verbalise
thoughts. Strong feelings of shame, humiliation,
guilt and fear around speaking of the abuse can
make it even more difficult for them to receive the
support and direction they really need. Our Art and
Wellbeing Program provides an empowering outlet
to process feelings and thoughts, by allowing them
to express themselves through art rather than
verbal language. Clients can make sense of traumatic
memories and find their way through the chaos
and raw emotion of abuse. In 2020-21, in response
to the pandemic, we presented the program as
4 hour workshops allowing us to run them
intermittently between lockdowns.

Financial wellbeing
In 2019 Kara House identified an opportunity to
develop a pilot program for FINANCIAL WELLBEING
to address the lack of financial literacy and
disempowerment experienced by women impacted
by family violence. The aim of the program is to
engage participants in money conversations to
dismantle existing barriers to financial independence,
bring about better decision-making abilities and
validate existing skills and knowledge, which will
lead to financial empowerment. The Program
offers a unique combination of financial capability
tools underpinned with Kara House’s specialist
insights into trauma and the lived experience of
family violence survivors. In the first school term of
2021, we were able to run a one-off 2 hour pilot.
The group was a success and we are using the
learnings to formulate a program for 2022.

Right: Booklet
from MOVING ON
and artwork from
Art and Wellbeing
program

Wellbeing Program in the refuge
When clients come into refuge, they are usually
tired, emotional and overwhelmed. Once in refuge,
their days are filled with meetings, appointments
and countless tasks, which often deplete their
already low wellbeing reserves. In response, Kara
House runs a Wellbeing Program for clients in
refuge. The idea is to ‘take them away’ from their
current situation by providing an opportunity to
be creative and learn new skills. The activities provide
social inclusion – particularly for those clients where
English is not their first language. Some of the activities
included this year were pizza making, seed planting,
baking, painting and bottle decorating.

Children’s Wellbeing Program in refuge
For children in refuge, spending time away from
their mother can provide respite from bearing
witness to their mother’s emotions. Kara House
runs a Children’s Wellbeing Program that provides
time to draw, listen to stories, sing and dance.
The Specialist Family Violence Practitioner will
prepare an age-appropriate activity, and run it
either in the playroom or in the back garden.
Some of the activities the children enjoyed this
year included biscuit decorating, drip painting
and drawing. The Practitioner, during the activity
session, will take the opportunity to observe the
children at play and can then provide feedback
to the children’s mothers and where necessary,
refer them to child-specific services.

Above: Tools
used in children’s
Wellbeing Program
in refuge

Right: Exercise
for participants
of MOVING ON
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PACK
PROGRAMS

Left: Baby Pack
for families
staying in Motels

Crisis Pack Programs. When clients first referred to Kara House, they often have left
behind basics like clothing, toiletries and toys to flee an abusive situation. Whether we
are visiting a client staying in Motel or they are moving into refuge, it’s important that we
respond effectively to their immediate physical needs and give them a sense of comfort.

20

Toiletry Packs for
adults and children

Wellbeing Packs for
adults and children

Toiletries are an
immediate needfor
both adults and children.
These packs include
toothbrushes, soap,
shampoo, conditioner,
hair brush, basic makeup
and hygiene products.

For adults we include
luxury items to make
the client feel more
comfortable. For children
we provide packs that
include a colouring
book, craft project and
water bottle>

Food Packs
for clients

Clothing Pack for
women and children

We supply a food pack
that provides the basic
to make for a family
meal right away and
for the coming days.
Thanks to the HALAL
FOOD BANK for the
unlimited supply.

We provide mothers
and children clothing
packs which include
basics like tracksuits,
hoodies, underwear,
t-shirts and socks to
keep them warm
and comfortable.
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Re-establishment Pack Programs. A safe and secure home is fundamentally linked with
wellbeing. It’s an isolating and distressing time, further impacted by the loss of financial
security. For those who have experienced homelessness and displacement due to family
violence, relocating to new, more stable accommodation is an important step in moving
forward. To relieve the financial burden we provide the women and their families with
Program Packs allowing them to re-direct their energy into providing a stable home
for their children.
Linen Packs

Home Packs

Linen can be an
expensive outlay so
we provide single or
double packs for each
family member that
includes pillow, doona,
sheets, towels, face
washer and
hand towel.

Setting up a new
kitchen from scratch
is a huge undertaking
so these packs include
a dinner set, cutlery,
toaster, kettle, cups,
small microwave,
vacumn cleaner, pots
and pans.

Cleaning Packs

7

To keep the new
house clean and tidy,
we supply pegs,
dishwashing detergent,
bucket, broom,
dustpan and brush,
multipurpose
spray and laundry
detergent.

180
28

IMPACT BAGS
DISTRIBUTED

CLEANING
PACKS
DISTRIBUTED

104

TOILETRY
PACKS
DISTRIBUTED

NEW PRAMS
& PURCHASED
DELIVERED

32

HOME
PACKS
DISTRIBUTED

55

LINEN
PACKS
DISTRIBUTED
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Community support
COMMUNITY
SUPPORT

Crisis support from the
Besen Family Foundation
Early in 2020 the Besen Family Foundation
supported Kara house with a COVID-19 Response
grant to help respond to additional challenges
during the crisis. These funds allowed us to
immediately provide Wellbeing Packs, Children’s
School Packs and transport assistance. A second
grant in May 2021 was funnelled into our Community
Education Program which is essential in providing
education and strategies for women in the wider
community who are past the initial crisis and in
need of further support. The grant enabled us
to up skill our facilitator and improve the program
to restart in late 2021.

Left: Donated
SleepSafe Kits
from Sheridan
and StretSmart

Thanks to StreetSmart and
Sheridan for providing unlimited
linen packs throughout the year
Providing fresh clean linen for clients when they
arrive is incredibly important in helping them to feel
settled and relaxed. SleepSafe is a wonderful joint
initiative by Sheridan and StreetSmart. Supported
by donations from Sheridan customers they provide
SleepKits for all people in the community who are
experiencing homelessness. The kits include a pillow
case and sheets, and it enables us to provide every
client who arrives at Kara House with new linen.

Father’s House Church
supporting everyday needs
The members of Father’s House Church have
supported our clients during the year with donations
of ready made Toiletry Packs. James and the
members put a lot of thought into the contents
of the packs and a member even sewed bags to
store them in. We use these packs everyday to
provide immediate relief for women and children
when they first arrive. The pre-made packs are
on the shelf ready for our busy practitioner to
grab on the way out to appointments.
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Left: James
and Nicola from
Father’s House
Church dropped in
25 toiletry packs.

Major donors
We would like to thank our Major
Donors who have supported special
programs and projects over the last year.

Individual, business
and organisational donors
We would like to thank the many individuals,
businesses and organisations that have
supported Kara House. Their generous donations
and support have enabled Kara House to provide
additional programs, services and resources
to the women and children in our care.
•

James Maurer

•

Stephen Crosby

•

Andrea Dillion

•

Lauren Walhuter

•

Drew Flowers

•

Tim Tu

•

M Jose

•

Bethany Whitcher

•

Maragret Morrissey

•

Brine Street Childcare

•

Apsley Australia

•

Rize up

•

Bronwyn Burgess

•

Suzie Jacobovits

•

Lyndsay Stewart

•

Probus Club of Mont Albert North

•

Lions club of Nunawading

•

Knitting for the Needy

•

Full Gospel Assembly

•

Eastern Emergency Relief

LIONS CLUB OF BOX HILL
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PARTNER
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

Our partners

DFFH
Kara House Board and Staff would like to thank
the Department of Families, Fairness and Housing
who provide our operational funding under the
Funding and Service Agreement and to the Staff
of the Department in the Eastern Region who
have assisted with their donation collections
and ongoing support.

Safe Steps
Kara House Board and Staff would like to thank
Safe Steps Family Violence Response Centre who
partner with us to support vulnerable women
and children residing in motel while they await
a refuge bed. Kara House continues to strengthen
its valuable partnership with Safe Steps and
associated services.

.
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We would like to thank the organisations and
services below who we partner with to provide
services.
•

DV Vic (Domestic Violence Victoria)

•

Box Hill CIS

•

Community Housing Ltd (CHL)

•

Connections UnitingCare

•

Anglicare Victoria

•

EDVOS

•

Eastern Community Legal Centre

•

Box Hill Police

•

Infoxchange

•

Kerrimuir Primary School

•

Box Hill North Primary School

•

Eastern Access Community Health (EACH)

•

Box Hill Medical Centre

•

Centrelink

•

Uniting Vic.Tas

•

YWCA Australia

•

Boorndawan Willam Aboriginal Healing Centre

•

Burgess Family Centre

•

Clota Cottage Neighbourhood House

•

Connecting Up Inc.

•

Domestic Violence Resource Centre (DVRC)

•

Eastern Emergency Relief Network Inc (EER)

•

InTouch Multicultural Centre Against
Family Violence

•

Salvocare Eastern

•

The Migrant Information Centre
(Eastern Melbourne)

•

Women’s Housing Ltd (WHL)
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Contact details
Kara House Inc
W: karahouse.org.au
P:
1800 900 520
E
admin@karahouse.org.au
H:
Monday to Friday 9.00am – 5.00pm
A:
P.O. Box 308 Burwood, VIC 3125
ABN: 20 305 139 734

Annual Report
2019-20

Supporting and
empowering women
and children impacted
by family violence

